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Abstract. We address the problem of open-set authorship verification, a classification task that consists of attributing texts of unknown authorship to a given
author when the testing set may differ significantly with the training set in terms
of documents and candidate authors. We present an end-to-end model-building
process that is universally applicable to a wide variety of corpora, with little to no
modification or fine-tuning. It relies on transfer learning of a deep language model
and uses a generative adversarial network and a number of text augmentation
techniques to improve the model’s generalization ability. The language model
encodes documents of known and unknown authorship into a domain-invariant
space, aligning document pairs as input to the classifier while keeping them separate. The resulting embeddings are used to train an ensemble of recurrent and
quasi-recurrent neural networks. The entire pipeline is bidirectional; forward and
backward pass results are averaged. We perform experiments on four traditional
authorship verification datasets, a collection of machine learning papers mined
from the web, and a large Amazon-Reviews dataset. Experimental results outperform baseline and state-of-the-art techniques, validating the proposed approach.
Keywords: authorship verification · transfer learning · language modeling.

1

Introduction

We investigate the applicability of transfer learning techniques to Authorship Verification (AV) problems and propose a method that uses some of the most recent advances
in deep learning to achieve state-of-the-art results on a variety of datasets. AV seeks to
determine whether the same author has written two or more text documents. Some applications of AV include plagiarism analysis, sockpuppet detection, blackmailing, and
email spoofing prevention [8]. Traditionally, studies on AV consider a closed and limited set of authors and a closed set of documents written by such authors, with some of
the documents available for training. These documents can be as long as a novel. The
goal can be formulated as to successfully identify whether the authors of a pair of documents are identical [15, 20, 12]. This type of AV tasks assumes access to the writing
samples of all possible authors during the training step, which is not realistic. Recently,
the AV problem has changed to reflect more realistic and challenging scenarios. The
goal is no longer to individually learn the writing style of the authors (like in traditional
AV methods) but to learn what differentiates two different authors within a corpus. This

task involves predicting the authorship of documents that may not have been encountered within the training set; in fact, the presence of the authors in the training data is not
guaranteed, either. That is, the test set may contain out of training sample data; given a
set of authors of unknown papers contained within the training data, Aunknown
, and a
train
set of authors of unknown papers in the test data, Aunknown
,
it
is
neither
unreasonable
test
nor unexpected to find that Aunknown
∩Aunknown
= ∅.
test
train
Some other challenges arise in modern AV tasks, making authorship verification
of a given pair of documents a difficult task. One is the lack of training data, which
can manifest itself in any one or more of the following: the training set may be small,
samples of available writings may be limited, or the length of the given documents may
be insufficient. Another is that test and train documents can belong to a different genre
or topic, both within their respective sets as well as between the train and the test set –
implying they were likely drawn from different distributions. The challenge is to ensure
robustness in a multitude of possible scenarios. Regardless of the AV problem specifics,
generally we assume a training dataset made of sets of triples:
D = {(xknown
, xunknown
, yi,j,k )}
i,k
j,k

(1)

where 1 ≤ i ≤ N ; 1 ≤ j ≤ M ; 1 ≤ k ≤ P , xi ∈ Xknown , xj ∈ Xunknown , and the
label yi,j ∈ Y , producing a total of P sets of realizations, each potentially by a different
author, thus forming up to P source domains, because it can be argued that a collection
of literary works by one author forms a latent domain of its own. The goal is to learn a
predictive function f : X → Y that can generalize well and make accurate predictions
for documents written by authors both inside and outside the training set, even if those
documents were not seen during training. Less formally, in AV the task is composed
of multiple sub-problems: for each given sub-set of texts, we are provided one or more
documents that need to be verified and one or more that are known to be of the same
authorship. We approach the AV problem by designing a straightforward documentclassification deep model that relies on transfer learning a language model, ensembles,
an adversary, differential learning rates, and data augmentation. In order to ensure the
design’s versatility and robustness, we perform authorship verification on a collection of
datasets that have little in common in terms of size, distribution, origin, and design. For
evaluation purposes, we consider standard AV corpora with minimal amount of training
data, PAN-2013 [13], PAN-2014E and PAN-2014N [28], PAN-2015 [29], a collection
of scientific papers mined from the web [3], and Amazon Reviews dataset [9]. The
proposed approach performs well in all scenarios, with no ad-hoc modifications and
minimal fine-tuning, outperforming all baseline models, PAN competition winners, as
well as the recent Transformation Encoder and PRNN models that were recently shown
to do well on AV tasks. [9].

2

Methodology

Our proposed strategy consists of three major components: augmentation, transfer learning, and the training/testing process. At a high level, we augment the data, fine-tune a
deep LSTM-based language model (LM) known as ULMFit [10] on the augmented

Table 1. Data augmentation techniques.
Augmentation Technique
Paragraph shuffle
Document splitting
Noise injection
Document matching
Bidirectional models
Document generation

Description
Shuffle paragraphs in a document
Split document into varying sizes
Add noise using language model and adversary
Find identical documents in other problems
Read texts forward and backward word by word
Generate unknown document when authors don’t match

Test-time
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
No

training set, train an ensemble of RNN and QRNN classifiers with the encoding produced by the LM forward and backward, and evaluate the test data while performing
test-time data augmentation.
2.1

Data Augmentation

We employ various data augmentation techniques in order to improve model generalization (Table 1). The techniques fall into two categories: document manipulation and
adversarial noise injection with LM. Most of these techniques can also be applied to the
test set documents during evaluation1 .
Noise injection is performed by a 5-layer LSTM model that was pre-trained on
Wikipedia and fine-tuned on our data. In our setup, it acts as a generator with a 3-layer
RNN classifier working as a critic. The adversarial loss function is a weighted average
of the two losses
LGAN = wavg (Lgenerator (g) + Lcritic (f ◦h)),

(2)

where g is the LM, f is an RNN, and h is the linear classifier trained on RNN’s average,
max pooled and flattened on the 2 top layers. We use a weighted average because the
nature of loss functions is very different. To improve quality of augmentation, we devised the following approach (Algorithm 1). Given a training set consisting of a number
of problems, with each problem containing one or more documents known to be written
by the same author, and a single document of unknown authorship, we cycle through
each problem in the training set. If for a given problem the ground truth answer is positive, we train on all documents and try injecting noise. If the critic can identify fake
documents, it means our new document is most likely too different from documents by
this author; we then try training some more and inject shorter and fewer sentences. The
process continues until the critic is fooled, or the generator diverges (an unlikely event
because of the critic’s consistent behavior).
2.2

Transfer Learning

We hypothesize that documents from latent domains based on various similar linguistic
characteristics, favor the transformation of pairs of documents into a domain-invariant
1

Although some may lead to a degradation of performance.

Load pre-trained language model;
while Next problem do
Load encoder layer;
Unfreeze encoder layer for training;
while Critic rejects document do
Lower learning rate;
Decrease generated sequence length;
Decrease number of sequences generated;
if ground truth = Y ES then
Train on all documents for one cycle;
Inject a few short sentences into each document;
else
Train on known documents only;
Inject a few short sentences into each known document;
For the unknown document, generate a second one of equal length.
end
end
end

Algorithm 1: Noise injection algorithm using language model with an adversary

space. Documents forming latent domains means that authorship verification is a separate but similar task for each domain. We cannot exploit the similarity between tasks
directly because data distributions are different, and not accounting for that while building a model would violate fundamental principles [22]. Domain Adaptation (DA), a
subtopic of Transfer Learning, addresses such kind of problems by leveraging knowledge from a labeled source domain to an unlabeled (or partially labeled) target domain,
by exploring domain-invariant features [23, 22, 6, 30], or by embedding the data into a
domain-invariant subspace. Another relevant issue refers to the nature of the data; as
the documents come in pairs, they are not readily suitable for standard classifiers. A
naive approach of concatenation produces poor results, and various distance functions
suitable for linear models are not appropriate for RNNs. To address these problems we
utilize a deep language model that produces an encoder capable of producing an embedding representing a pair of documents. We alleviate the need for data by pre-training on
a large set of Wikipedia articles [10]. The domain discrepancy issue is in part mitigated
because the resulting embedding feature subspace exhibits strong invariance.
2.3

Network Architecture

In a gist, our model is a bi-directional pipeline of recurrent neural networks (see Figure
1). It is built on top of a pre-trained 5-layer LSTM model, with the last three layers (2
intermediate hidden ones and the final embedding output) acting as inputs by pooling
them together. We use an ensemble of sequence classifiers, one based on an RNN and
the other using a QRNN [2], a recent addition to the RNN family that combines some
properties of recurrent and convolutional networks. Both are 3-layer models with the
last two layers averaged, max pooled, passed through a Rectified Linear Unit (ReLU),

and then to the logit units. We output probabilities rather than labels. The predictions
made by RNN and QRNN are averaged.
The attempt to improve generalization through a bi-directional model brings with
it two challenges. First, our pre-trained LSTM model is uni-directional. Second, the
QRNN design used in this paper does not support bi-directional training. We circumvent the problem by tokenizing and numericizing the text data by first training in regular
fashion on a standard pre-trained Wikipedia model, then loading the numericalized tokens backward, using a model trained on Wikipedia backward. At test time, we reversed
each document, giving the normal ones to the forward model and the backward ones to
the backward model, then averaging the results of the two runs, effectively reaping the
benefits of the equivalent use of a bi-directional RNN.

Fig. 1. Network Architecture: Deep LSTM producing 2 hidden layers and a final embedding,
which are used as input by RNN and QRNN Ensemble. Both have 3 layers, where the top 2
are averaged, max pooled, and passed through a ReLU layer. Each net uses a logit to make a
probability prediction; results are averaged.

We name our design 2WD-UAV in reference to the ensembling of two versions of
RNN for authorship verification and due to its ULMFit heritage. The architecture is
implemented in PyTorch with elements of fast.ai library [11].

3

Experiments

PAN Repository. We use all available authorship identification datasets released by
PAN 2 (Table 2). Each PAN dataset consists of a training and test corpus, where each
corpus has various tasks (i.e., distinct problems). Each problem is composed of one to
five writings by a single person (implicitly disjoint For PAN2014 and PAN2015, and
2

http://pan.webis.de/data.html

Table 2. Dataset information
Dataset

Train

Test

PAN2013
PAN2014E
PAN2014N
PAN2015

10
200
100
100

30
200
200
500

Dataset

Positive Negative

Amazon
MPLA*

4500
720

4500
720

Table 3. Similarity functions. x, y: document
feature vectors, n: # of features in x and y
Metric

Description
2
P
i −yi )
])
χ kernel
exp(−γ i [ (x
(xi +yi )
T
Cosine similarity p
xy /(||x||||y||)
P
2
Euclidean
i (xi − yi )
T
Linear kernel
x y
RBF kernel
exp(−γ||x
− y||2 )
Pn
Mean of L1 norm i |xi − yi |/n
Sigmoid kernel tanh(γxT y + c0 )
2

explicitly disjoint for PAN2013), and one piece of writing of unknown authorship. In
other words, we are given up to five pairs of documents where authorship is known,
and one more where authorship is unknown. Two documents in a pair might be from
significantly different genres and topics. The length of a document changes from a few
hundred to a few thousand words. PAN2014 includes two datasets: Essays and Novels.
The paired documents in PAN datasets are used for our experiments. For each problem
P = (S, T ), S is the first document (source), and T is the second document (target) [9].
Amazon Reviews Repository. We create a dataset made by selecting 300 authors with
at least 40 reviews, to produce positive and negative candidate sets. Then, for each
author, the positive candidate set is made of all possible and unique combinations of
the author’s reviews. A positive class consists of 4500 review pairs from this positive
candidate set at random. The negative candidate set is made of all unique and possible combinations of review pairs having different authors. For this dataset, the negative
class of equal size with the positive class is created by random selection from the negative candidate set. In prior work, 5-fold cross-validation is used for this data. We do the
same in order for our results to be comparable. [9].
MLPA*. We use the MPLA-400 dataset that contains 20 articles by each of the top20 authors by citation in Machine Learning [3]. MLPA* contains publications from
MPLA-400 that are written by a single author and have no co-authors [9]. MPLA*
contains an equal number of single-authorship articles from all existing 20 authors,
keeping the distribution of authors and classes balanced. The positive class consists

of pairs made by all possible combinations of same-authorship articles (20 × 92 =
720). The negative class includes pairs randomly selected from the set of all unique
combinations of articles of different authorship; it is of the same size as the positive
class. Like Amazon Reviews, MLPA* dataset authors recommend using 5-fold cross
validation [9].
3.1

Baselines for Comparison

We compare our method with the top techniques of the PAN AV competition between
2013 and 2015 (Table 2). Results of each method for one year of the competition are

available and reported here. We keep our comparisons unbiased due to different parameter settings and implementation details by keeping the test and training sets the same
for all methods.
We choose several popular classifiers and similarity measures to establish a baseline for comparison (Table 3). Since each example in our underlying dataset structure
comprises two documents, we need some transformation to generate a single input for
ordinary classifiers. A simple, direct way is to concatenate the feature vectors. However, our experiments show this often yields poor results, equivalent to a random label
assignment. To tackle this problem, we define the summary vector as a single unit representative of each example/problem P = (DS , DT ). The summary vector comprises
several metrics, each measuring the closeness of two documents (DS and DT ). For any
two feature vectors, x, y, the summary vector is defined as sum(x, y) = [simji (x, y)]
where simji (x, y)1≤i≤M, 1≤j≤F computes the ith similarity metric in Table 3 under the
jth feature set (Section 3.2) between x and y. We then use a suite of classifiers including
SVM, Gaussian Naive Bayes (GNB), K-Nearest Neighbor (KNN), Logistic Regression
(LR), Decision Tree (DT) and Multi-Layer Perception (MLP) to predict the class label.
All baselines are implemented using the Scikit-Learn library [24].
3.2

Experimental Settings

Our 2WD-UAV model needs some parameter tuning. To that effect, we make use of
recent work on alternating learning rates, as well as one-cycle learning policy [26, 27].
The basic approach to the training phase is as follows:
–
–
–
–
–
–
–

Contract learning rate lr for one cycle
Freeze it and save
Give the learning rate on next layer a very large value
Freeze it and save; unfreeze the previous one
Assign a very small value to the next layer
Continue cycling until gradients explode
Return the last saved checkpoint – this is the global minimum

We also use a range of momentum values across layers, as well as different learning
rates for each layer. Regarding the optimizer, we choose AdamW [19], an improved
version of Adam [14] with better weight decay regularization. We begin with a weight
decay of 0.03 and regularize by adjusting during training.
Baselines. All documents of DS and DT are represented in a vector space model under several feature sets with term frequency, and Boolean feature value assignments set
separately. Seven feature sets are used: unigram, bigram, 3-gram, 4-gram, unigram Part
Of Speech (POS), bigram POS, and char-5gram 3 . A Gaussian distribution is used for
Naive Bayes. For K-Nearest Neighbor, we set k = 3. L-2 regularization is used for
Logistic Regression. For document expansion, we set the size of the sliding window
to l = 10; on average it expands one document into 30 smaller documents for PAN
datasets. All other parameters are selected based on pilot experiments. We report accuracy, and the Area Under Receiver Operating Characteristic (ROC) curve [4] (AUC).
Higher values for AUC and Score are preferred.
3

We use scikit-learn software for all linguistic features.
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Results and Discussion

Table 4. Results on PAN datasets.

Category
Baseline
Baseline
Baseline
PAN
PAN

Method
GNB
LR
MLP
FCMC
Frery
TE
Our method 2WD-UAV

Category
Baseline
Baseline
Baseline
PAN
PAN
PAN
PAN

Method
GNB
LR
MLP
MRNN
Castro
GenIM
CNG
TE
Our method 2WD-UAV

PAN14E
Acc. ROC Score
0.675 0.741 0.5
0.675 0.728 0.491
0.7 0.768 0.538
0.58 0.602 0.349
0.71 0.723 0.513
0.67 0.675 0.452
0.73 0.761 0.555

PAN14N
Acc. ROC Score
0.56 0.743 0.416
0.515 0.604 0.311
0.54 0.782 0.422
0.71 0.711 0.508
0.59 0.61 0.36
0.695 0.7 0.487
0.68 0.801 0.552

PAN13
Acc. ROC Score
0.633 0.795 0.503
0.7 0.781 0.547
0.533 0.5 0.267
0.8 0.792 0.633
0.842 0.8 0.835 0.668
0.82 0.825 0.677

PAN15
Acc. ROC Score
0.552 0.78 0.431
0.544 0.796 0.433
0.554 0.687 0.381
0.76 0.81 0.61
0.69 0.75 0.52
0.748 0.75 0.561
0.75 0.822 0.617

We compare our proposed model 2WD-UAV with several baselines. Table 4 evaluates our model on PAN datasets for different years, highlighting the best performing
model in the relevant competition years for PAN. Results show that 2WD-UAV consistently outperforms all baselines and all best-reported models in PAN competitions for
all years in the Score metric. The Score metric is Accuracy × ROC thereby measuring
joint performance gains. In terms of accuracy, 2WD-UAV outperforms all competitors
in PAN14Essay and PAN13 datasets. It is the second best in PAN15. For PAN14Novels,
it yields competitive accuracy performance and outperforms in the ROC metric. 2WDUAV also outperforms all other models in the ROC metric for PAN15. For PAN14E and
PAN13, our method outperforms several baselines and exhibits high ROC performance,
just second to MLP and CNG respectively.
Table 5. Accuracy using 5-fold cross-validation on MLPA* and Amazon Reviews.
Dataset
MLPA*
Amazon Reviews

Methods
2WD-UAV PRNN SVM NB LR
0.766
0.941

KNN DT

MLP

0.703 0.621 0.635 0.671 0.64 0.28 0.686
0.922 0.818 0.741 0.839 0.831 0.818 0.858

One area of improvement with our proposed approach is the sensitivity to inherently
small data sizes (both total words per author, and also the total number of authors). We
further explored larger datasets of Amazon Reviews [9] and MLPA* [9, 3]. Results are
shown in Table 5, which shows significant performance gains in accuracy (outperforming several baselines). Overall, we find stable and consistent performance gains with
2WD-UAV across a variety of datasets and baselines. The proposed approach is a robust and consistent approach to improve state-of-the-art authorship verification.

5

Related Work

Domain Adaptation. If we consider documents that are forming latent domains, authorship verification is a separate but similar task for each domain. We cannot assume
perfect similarity between tasks, because data distributions are different; not accounting
for that while building a model would violate basic principles of machine learning [22].
Domain Adaptation (DA) addresses such problems by establishing knowledge transfer
from a labeled source domain to an unlabeled (or partially labeled) target domain, and
by exploring domain-invariant features or invariant transformations across domains [23,
22, 6, 30].
Authorship Verification. In the vast majority of AV approaches, the writing style of
a questioned author is known through scripts by the author; the task is to determine
whether a piece of work is written by the same person. The difference between the two
sets of documents is measured using the unmasking technique while ignoring negative
examples [15]. This one-class technique achieves high accuracy for 21 considerably
large books (ebook above 500K). A simple feedforward three-layer neural network
auto-encoder has been used for AV considering it a one-class classification problem
[20]; the idea is to build a classifier for each author and originates from one of the first
applications of auto-encoder in classification as a novelty detector [12]. AV has also
been studied for detecting sockpuppets who deliberately change their writing styles to
pass over filters and provide opinion Spam. A spy induction method leverages the test
data in the training step under ”out-of-training” setting [8], where a questioned author
is from a closed set of candidates while appearing unknown to the verifier. However, in
a more realistic case, we have no specified writing samples of a questioned author, and
there is no closed candidate set of authors. Since 2013, a surge of interest arose for this
type of AV problem. [25] investigated whether a document is one of the outliers in a
corpus by generalizing the Many-Candidate method by [16]. The best method of PAN
2014 for Essays dataset optimizes a decision tree; its design is enriched by adopting a
variety of features and similarity measures [5]. However, for the Novels dataset, the best
results are achieved by an author verifier using fuzzy C-Means clustering [21]. In an alternative approach, [17] generated a set of impostor documents and applied iterative
feature randomization to compute the similarity distance between pairs of documents.
One of the more interesting and powerful approaches investigated the language model
of all authors using a shared recurrent layer and built a classifier for each author [1].
Parallel recurrent neural network and transformation auto-encoder approaches were recently shown to produce excellent results for a variety of AV problems [9]. The AV

problem has also been studied by a non-learning model through a compression algorithm, a dissimilarity method, and a threshold. When evaluated on PAN datasets, this
approach shows great results for two out of four PAN datasets [7]. Recently, linguistic traits of sockpuppets have been deeply studied to verify the authorship of a pair of
accounts in online discussion communities [18].

6

Conclusion

Authorship verification is a challenging problem; the challenge is even more significant
when no writing samples of the questioned author(s) are provided. In this paper, we
propose a general approach to such task, where we do not need to rely on having most
of the authors within the training set. To this end, we use transfer and adversarial learning, data augmentation, ensemble methods, and deep neural models to produce a novel
architecture. Our design exhibits a high degree of robustness and stability when dealing with out-of-sample (previously unseen) authors and lack of training data; it delivers
state-of-the-art performance along key performance metrics (accuracy and AUC).
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